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Vertical jaw relation 

Vertical dimension:- It is the vertical measurement of 

the face between any 2points located, one above and 

one below the mouth, in the midline. 

 

 -VDO:-Vertical dimension of occlusion 

The distance between two selected points one on the fixed part 

(maxillae) and one on the movable part (mandible) when 

occluding members ( bite rim or teeth) are in contact. 

-VDR:-Vertical dimension of  Rest 

The distance between two selected points one on the fixed 

part (maxillae) and one on the movable part (mandible) when 

the maxillofacial musculature is in a state of tonic equilibrium. 

-):FWS- Inter occlusal distance(free way space 

The distance between occluding surfaces of upper and 

lower teeth when the mandible is in its physiologic rest 

position.(VDR-VDO=FWS) 
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In complete denture fabrication for edentulous patients the free 
way space should be 2-4 mm  

 

 

 

-Significance: 

• 1-functional  roles include:- 

• A-mastication B-deglutition   c- phonetic   D-respiration 

• 2-physiological role (comfortable role):-maintain 

health of tissue(mucosa, bone , muscles, and 

tempro- mandibular joint) 

3-esthetic role    4-psycological role. 

 

VERTICAL DIMENSION MEASUREMENT 

1-FACIAL MEASUREMENTS 

Patient sits comfortably., looking straight ahead----- 

---insert maxillary record base 
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---place point of reference on nose and chin 

---instruct patient to wet lips and swallow 

---mandible comes to rest position 

---measure the distance between reference points 

2-Tactile method 

• instruct the patient to stand or sit erect and open the 

jaws wide until strain is felt in the muscles. when this 

opening becomes uncomfortable, ask them to close 

slowly until the jaws reach a comfortable, relaxed 

position. measure the distance between the points of 

reference.  

3-Phonetics-repeat the letter mm-mm and relax 

4- facial expression-recognize patient relaxed rest position. 

 

There are many of factors that affect the measurement of 
vertical dimension which is:  

1.Patient must sit in upright position with head unsupported.  

2.Any tension should be avoided.  

3.Special attention and enough time should be given to those 
patients having neuromuscular disorder.  

4.No valid method for all patients, so it is advisable to use 
several methods and compare the result  
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